NUNHEAD GREEN, NUNHEAD, SE15
FREEHOLD
£980,000

SPEC
Bedrooms : 3
Receptions : 1
Bathrooms : 2

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

New Build
Overlooking Nunhead Green
Close to All Amenities
Stylish Decor
Freehold
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Large Three Bed New Build ‐ CHAIN FREE.
The Nunhead Green development is a beautifully designed new community of stylish, well‐equipped homes opposite the
tranquil green open spaces of Nunhead. From large windows to the generous balconies and gardens, the architects have
created contemporary homes that reflect the way you live today. The collection offers a choice of one and two bedroom
apartments and three and four bedroom homes. Photos shown are from the show‐home.
*Incentive ‐ 1st year mortgage paid (up to £1000pm) if customers reserve by the end of November and exchange within
28 days*
One Housing is a leading developer of high quality homes as well as a social enterprise providing housing, care and support
across London and the South East. They are a non‐profit organisation: they use their commercial success as a housing
developer to provide high quality, affordable homes and services that foster aspriation, independence and well‐being.
Here you are close to three stations: Nunhead offers regular services to Victoria and Blackfriars, Queens Road Peckham
will get you into London Bridge in five minutes (and Victoria in slightly longer) while Peckham Rye serves all three London
termini. The two latter stations each also enjoy the London Overground line. Nunhead Lane is a good place for local
grocery shopping ‐ it has a wet fish shop, a proper bakery and a greengrocer. There's a burgeoning culinary scene too with
Napura, El Vermut and Four Hundred Rabbits pizza! BYO allows for ecologically sound, plastic‐free shopping. Nunhead
Green is a lovely spot to relax. There's a children's play area and plenty of seating.
Or, for any amount of exotic produce, nip down to Rye Lane which is equally close. You're within a five minute walk of the
massively popular 'Frank's Cafe' ‐ great for a summer pint and some fab city views. The Bussey Building offers a great mix
of culture and social fun. The Nearby Lordship Lane has just about everything to save you heading to town ‐ boutiques,
cafés, deli's, pubs and clubs ‐ it's a real plus. Peckham Rye Park or beautiful, peaceful Nunhead Cemetery are close by for a
Sunday stroll.
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All information supplied should be checked by your
solicitor prior to exchange of contracts. Lease details,
measurements, floorplans and photographs are displayed
for guide purposes only. We have not carried out a
structural survey and the services, appliances and
specific settings have not been tested.

